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Holiday Gift Guide

UKULELES

Ukuleles are one of the most universally appealling instruments! Because they are so easy to pick
up, new & experienced players alike will be able to strum along with their favorite songs in no time.

The Waterman® Ukulele by Kala
Here’s a uke that’s great for beginners. The
soprano size is a great fit for small hands, and
the all-plastic design makes them durable for
clumsy hands. Available in matte black, soft
pink, seafoam green, tomato red, and more!
Soprano: $4500
Concert: $5900

Kala® Soprano Ukulele
KA-15S
This ukulele is an entry level
staple for new players and a
great addition for seasoned
players looking to add an
affordable, high-quality,
attractive soprano ukulele
to their collection.

$6500

Oscar Schmidt®
Concert Ukulele OU2
An all-mahogany design
at an affordable price. Try
one out to see why its our
most popular ukulele!

Lanikai Acoustic/Electric
Baritone Ukulele MA-B
Mahogany laminate top,
back and sides. Truss rod
for playability adjustments.
Includes gig bag!

$7999

$14999

Lanikai® Acoustic/
Electric Concert
Ukulele FM-CEC
Flame Maple
laminate top, back,
and sides. On-board
EQ and tuner. Ready
to plug in and play
through an amp!

Hal Leonard Ukulele
Method Book 1
Teaching youself uke has
never been easier! This
comprehensive beginner's
guide includes many fun
songs of different styles to
learn and play.

$28999

$799

Gator Wood Ukulele Case
This case provides a durable, hard-shell,
lightweight solution for your ukulele. Built
from heavy-duty plywood wrapped in Tolex
PVC plastic providing a safe home for your
ukulele. Multiple sizes available.

$8499

On-Stage Mighty
Ukulele Stand
Fits all sizes of
ukes, and folds
up for easy
transportation.

$2695

Aquila® Ukulele Strings
New Nylgut® strings that
settle in quickly. Available
for all sizes of ukuleles,
ranging from soprano to
baritone.
Starting at $750

Ukulele Soft Gig Bag
Transport your ukulele
in a stylish gig bag with
The Music Shoppe's
logo. Front pouch
offers accessory storate.
Multiple sizes available.

$2250

Come see our in-store selection!

Fender Felt Uke Picks
Crafted from felt so it
won’t damage your
ukulele or the nylon
strings, this 3mm pick
features a striking wood
grain pattern and logo.
Sold in 3-packs.

$599

We carry dozens of different ukulele models from the common to the obscure. Come
try them out to find the perfect one- you may even have some fun in the process!

ACOUSTIC GUITARS

Come in to one of our three stores to find the perfect guitar for a loved one... or yourself!
Guitars come in all shapes and sizes, and they are available in a variety of finishes.

Guitars of all sizes

Just in Case
Gig bags are a great
way to protect your
guitar for storage &
light travel.

Yamaha Mini Folk Guitar JR-1
A small guitar that doesn’t sacrifice quality!
This makes a great instrument for players
with small hands, or even someone
looking for a convenient traveling guitar.

$3495

$15999
JR-1

Yamaha Folk Guitar FS800
This full-length guitar features a slimmer
profile for players who feel uncomfortable
playing a dreadnought.

FS800
FG800

$21999

Yamaha Dreadnought Guitar FG800
A classic full-size guitar design that delivers
powerful sound at a budget-friendly price.

$21999

Ortega R121 Classical Guitars
Nylon string guitars with a spruce
top. Available in a variety of scales
to fit any size of player.
1/4: $16999
1/2: $17999
3/4: $18999 4/4: $19999

FA-115 Package

$19999

Fender Acoustic/Electric
Guitar FA-125CE
This single-cutaway combines
Fender tone and style with
Fishman® electronics for a
guitar that was made to take
the stage.

CC-60S Package

$229

$23999

99

12-Packs of picks

$395

Kyser Quick-Change Capo
Available in black, red, & blue.

Fender - Everything You Need to Play Guitar
Includes guitar, gig bag, picks, strap, and spare
strings, all in one convenient package!

$2495

D'Addario Pro-Winder
A high-quality peg winder with builtin clipper and bridge pin puller.

$10

99

Snark Clip-On
Tuner SN-1
An easy-to-read
chromatic tuner
that clips to your
instrument.

On-Stage
Guitar Stand

$1795
We carry a wide selection
of strings for every need.
Reinvigorate an old guitar
by trying out a new set!

$1299

Hercules Guitar
Wall Mount

$2599

Nylon Guitar Strap

$599

ELECTRIC GUITARS

Our selection of electric guitars ranges from beginner to the touring professional.
We are an authorized dealer for Epiphone, Fender, Ibanez, Kramer, and Paul Reed Smith.

Squier Mini Series
The Squier Mini is the perfect
companion for players seeking
a reduced-size instrument
with classic styling and familiar
Fender tone. Multiple finishes
available.
Mini Stratocaster $18999
Mini Jazzmaster $18999
Mini P Bass $19999

Electric
Guitar
Gig Bag

$3295

Squier Stratocaster Pack
A perfect choice for beginners, the
Squier Strat Pack has everything
you need to begin playing right out
of the box: guitar, amp, instrument
cable, gig bag, strap, picks, and
Fender Play subscription.

$249

99

$32999

Fender Player Stratocaster
Featuring the classic strat sound—
bell-like high end, punchy mids
and robust low end, combined with
crystal-clear articulation—the Player
Stratocaster is packed with authentic
Fender feel and style.

$18999

Squier Contemporary
Active Jazz Bass HH
With a matching
headstock for a
streamlined appearance
and the stealthy vibe
of black chrome
hardware, this headturning J Bass® is the
embodiment of “bold.”

$79999

Fender Player Plus Stratocaster
At the heart of this Strat is a trio of
Player Plus Noiseless™ pickups –
bright and touch sensitive, they offer
classic Strat tone without hum.

$44999

$999

99

$3999

Ernie Ball
Regular Slinky

$599

*Subject to credit approval.
See store for details.

Squier Bullet Strat HT
Highlights include a
thin and lightweight
body, an easy-to-play
“C”-shaped neck profile,
three single-coil pickups
with five-way switching
for sonic variety, and
a hardtail bridge for
reliable tuning stability.

Squier Affinity PJ Bass Pack
Everything you need for an
aspiring bass player in one
package. Available in Brown
Sunburst and Black.

Gator ROK-IT
3-Guitar Stand

Get 18-Month Financing
on Purchases Over $299*

Dunlop Slides
starting at

$560

Epiphone Alex Lifeson Les Paul
Axcess Standard
Created through extensive work
with Alex Lifeson and Gibson,
Epiphone's Alex Lifeson Les Paul
Axcess Standard redefines the
boundaries of the classic Les Paul
in an accessible package.

$89900

AMPS & PEDALS

Finding the right guitar is only half the battle. Dial in your sound with the right amplifier
and effect pedals. All these and more are available to demo in-store.

Fender Champion Amps
Solid-state amps with onboard
effects, amp modeling, and
a headphone jack for quiet
practice!
20W: $13999
40W: $22999
50W: $23999
100W: $39999

Boss Katana Amps
Boss effect pedals have long
been the industry standard,
and now you can get them
integrated into the amp
itself. Available in three sizes:
Mini: $10299
50W: $24999
100W: $37999

Fender Rumble V3 Bass Amps
For bassists everywhere at all
levels, Rumble bass combos
are re-engineered to be
astoundingly compact, portable
and lightweight.
15W: $9999
25W: $12999
40W: $22999

Fender Acoustasonic Amps
The Acoustasonic™ amplifier
offers portable amplification
for acoustic-electric guitar
and microphone.
15W: $12999
40W: $24999

Vox Tube Amps
Serious amps for serious
players. A modern take
on Vox's classics, these
custom amps are sure to
exceed your expectations.
AC15C1: $74999
AC30S1: $92999

Fender Mustang Micro
A complete personal guitar amplifier
with a wide selection of tones. Connect
your favorite wired headphones and jam
away! This device also supports Bluetooth
audio streaming and recording via USB-C
output.

$11999

These are some of our best selling pedals, and there are dozens more to try out in store. We carry a wide
range of pedals from Boss, Dunlop, Elecro Harmonix, Fender, Ibanez, Seymour Duncan, Vox, and more.
Boss Super
Overdrive SD-1

Boss Loop
Station RC-1

$5199

Boss Distortion
DS-1

$10599

Boss Chromatic
Tuner TU-3

$5499

$10599

1 Spot Power Supply
The original 9V pedalboard power
supply that only takes up one spot
on an outlet strip or wall outlet.

$1995

Dunlop Cry
Baby GCB95

1 Spot 5 Plug Adapter
Power up to 5 pedals
from a single 1 Spot.

$995

$8999

Electro Harmonix
2020 Tuner

Boss Metal
Zone MT-2

$5360

$10599

EBS Flat Patch Cable

$799

PIANO & KEYBOARD

Keyboards are great gifts for musicians with a creative spark- enjoy hundreds of sounds, backing
beats, recording functionality and more. Move up to a digital piano for a true piano experience!

Yamaha Portable Keyboard PSR-E273
A 61-key, entry-level Portable Keyboard featuring a wide
variety of sounds and functions, the PSR-E273 is an ideal first
keyboard for aspiring musicians who are just starting out.
Includes accessory package.

$17799

Yamaha Portable Keyboard PSR-E360
PSR-E360 blends into your living space beautifully and will
become a part of your family. Find the perfect color to suit
your lifestyle and interior design, and get ready to enjoy!
Available in dark walnut, maple, and black.

$19999
Yamaha Portable Keyboard PSR-E373
Equipped with a touch-sensitive keyboard and an all-new
tone generator that delivers an amazing array of highquality Voices, the Yamaha PSRE-373 is perfect for learning
or just having fun.

$23799

Roland RP102 Digital Piano
Yamaha P-125B Digital Piano
• SuperNATURAL sound engine
• Pure CF Sound engine, sampled
from Yamaha Concert Grand Pianos. creates rich, expressive tone.
• 88 keys with graduated weighting,
• Two-way stereo speaker system
escapement, and ivory feel.
produces sound in upward and
• Bluetooth connectivity for MIDI
downward directions via two 12 cm
control and hands-free page turning
and two 4 cm speakers.
on your connected device.
• USB connectivity for smartphones,
• Includes stand and 3-pedal unit
tablets, and computers.
$99999
P-125B Keyboard: $69999
L125B Stand: $9999
LP1B 3-Pedal unit: $7999
Roland Premium Upright Digital Pianos
Immerse yourself in the ultimate piano-playing experience! Featuring
Roland's Acoustic Projection System, these pianos recreate the sound of a
concert hall across the piano's dynamic range- even down to the noise as
the hammers strike the strings. Available to playtest at all three locations.

Call for pricing

Ask about our Home Delivery &
18-Month Financing options!

Piano Method Books
We carry method books for all
kinds of players- children to adults,
beginner to advanced, self taught or
taking lessons (which we offer!).

DRUM SET

Everyone has an inner drummer- they just need the right kit to bring it out!
Enjoy quiet practice using an electronic drum set, or be heard with acoustic drums.

Alesis E-Drum Total
An ideal electronic drum kit for
aspiring young drummers! Includes
everything shown above.

$27900

Yamaha Electronic Drum Kit
DTX6K-X
The DTX6 Series is recommended
for all drummers who want to have
fun, play like a pro and hope to easily
transfer their skills to acoustic drums.

$99999

Roland Electronic Drum Kit
TD-17KV-S
When you’re serious about
drumming, you need a kit to match
your ambition. The V-Drums TD17 series lets your technique shine
through, backed up with training
tools to push you further.

$1,39999

Tama Imperialstar Drum Kit
Includes drums, hardware, and
cymbals all in one package.

$76999

Ludwig Element Evolution
Includes drums, hardware, and
cymbals, and drum throne.

$88900

Meinl HCS Expanded
Cymbal Pack
Includes hi-hat pair, two
crashes, and ride cymbal.
HCS: $29999
HCS Bronze: $43999

Zildjian I Pro Gig Cymbal Pack
Includes hi-hat pair, two crashes,
and ride cymbal.

$33995

Vic Firth American Classic Drum Sticks
The #1 stick in the world- great for every style of music!
starting at $999

Yamaha Tour Custom
4-pc all-maple shells with a warm,
bright tone.

$1,35900

Zildjian Cymbal Bag ZCB20
Extend your cymbals' lifespan
by transporting them safely
in a cymbal bag. Fits up to 20"
cymbals. More sizes available.

$3495

Stick Bags
Keeps your sticks
organized, and easily
attaches to drums (so
you have a backup if
you don't catch that
10' high stick flip).

$1195

STEP-UP BAND

Discover the next level of woodwind and brass instruments by trying a Step-Up at any of our three
stores. Make payments over 36 months with our Bravo! Rent-to-Own program!

Open-Hole Flutes

For advancing players, an open-hole flute offers
precise control over pitch, clarity of sound, and
improved responsiveness. These instruments
offer more than just open-hole keys, though.
You're getting high-quality silver construction,
an extended B-footjoint, advanced key
functionality and more.
Popular Models
Yamaha 372 Allegro: $1,66500
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $6100/mo

Silver Trumpets

Silver plating offers a crisp response and
widens the tonal range of the instrument.
Other changes, such as the reduced wall
thickness and refined brass composition,
allow players to quickly expand their
dynamic range and continue to reach
higher notes with less strain.

Powell Sonare 51: $1,94900
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $7000/mo

Popular Models
Yamaha 5335 Allegro: $1,72700
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $6300/mo

Yamaha 577: $3,05999
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $10700/mo

Bach 411S: $1,98900
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $7200/mo

Jupiter 1100S: $1,67900

Wood Clarinets

Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $6150/mo

Wood clarinets offer greater control
over intonation and pitch. The
grenadilla used in these instruments
creates a rich timbre that advancing
players prefer but might not be able
to achieve on a plastic instrument.
Popular Models
Yamaha 550 Allegro: $1,79000
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $6650/mo
Buffet Zoe: $2,39500
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $8700/mo
Yamaha 650: $2,08000
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $7650/mo

Step-Up Saxophones

Step-up saxes benefit from numerous
improvements that add together to create
an essential upgrade for advancing players.
Ribbed construction, improved key pads,
finely tuned neck construction, & much more.
Popular Models
Yamaha 580AL: $2,58000
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $9300/mo
Selmer 280R: $2,49900
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $9000/mo
Yamaha 62III: $3,24899
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $11450/mo

Rotor Trombones

The addition of a thumb trigger drops
the instrument 5 semitones, which
extends the low range of the instrument
while also creating alternate slide
positions to reduce movement.
Popular Models
Yamaha 548 Allegro: $2,27800
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $8150/mo
Bach 411: $2,19900
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $7900/mo
Jupiter 1150FO: $1,67900
Bravo! Rent-to-Own: $6150/mo

More in Store

Instruments are available for instore trial, either by walk-in or
appointment. Can't make the
drive? We'll bring a selection of
instruments to your school! We
make weekly visits to over 400
schools across Illinois. Call to
learn more!

BAND ACCESSORIES

No matter what instrument they play, using the right accessories will help musicians reach that
next level. Stop by The Music Shoppe nearest you to browse our full selection.

A new pack of premium reeds is an excellent stocking
stuffer! Vandoren reeds are guaranteed to be a hit.
Vandoren Clarinet Reeds: $2374 - $3099
Vandoren Alto Sax Reeds: $2999 - $3399

Upgrading your mouthpiece & ligature is a cost-effective way of instantly improving
your sound. These popular models and many more are available for in-store trial.
Clarinet Mouthpieces
Vandoren 5RV Lyre: $9424
Vandoren M13: $9999
Vandoren Black Diamond: $10874

Clarinet Ligatures
Rovner 1R: $2699
Vandoren M/O: $3875 & up
Vandoren Optimum: $7524

Alto Sax Mouthpieces
Vandoren AL3/4/5: $12624
Selmer S80 C*: $18900
D'Addario Reserve: $14499

Alto Sax Ligatures
Rovner 1RL: $2699
Vandoren M/O: $4399 & up
Vandoren Optimum: $7524

Rovner 1R Ligature

Yamaha Silent Brass
Powered by Brass Resonance Modeling, the
Silent Brass system reduces your sound to a
whisper while you hear the sound of a concert
hall in your headphones.
Trumpet: $19874
Horn: $22499
Trombone: $21749
Humes & Berg Trumpet Straight Mute: $1798
Humes & Berg Trombone Straight Mute: $2398
DW Trumpet Aluminum Straight Mute: $3525
DW Trombone Aluminum Straight Mute: $5150
Harmon Wow-Wow Mute w/ sliding cup: $4095
Snark Tuner ST-2
Features internal mic for tuning, or
clip it directly on your instrument
in noisy environments. Includes
tap tempo metronome.

$14

99

Korg Combo TunerMetronome TM60
Keep the beat and stay
in-tune at the same time.
Features a large screen for
easy reading.

$2795

Manhasset Music Stand AC48
The industry standard; you'll find these in music
rooms across the country. Sturdy construction that
lasts for decades.

$4299

Manhasset Color Stands

$5760

Yamaha Maintenance Kits
Everything you need to properly care
for your instrument in one package.
Each kit comes with products specific
to your instrument.
Trumpet: $1959
Flute: $1539
59
Oboe: $19
Horn: $2239
Clarinet: $1749 Trombone: $1819
Sax: $1959
Low Brass: $1959

Hercules Travelite Instrument Stands
Folds easily and compactly and stores
inside the bell of the instrument. Velvet
pads ensure your horn stays protected.
Starting at $2699

Case by Case
We stock a variety of band
instrument cases in
many colors. Come by
to find the right one
for your musician!

ORCHESTRA

If you rent a string instrument from The Music Shoppe, you can use up to 36 months of
rental fees toward the purchase of a step-up instrument. Call us to schedule a playtest!
Finding the Right Instrument
Intermediate and advanced orchestral string instruments are handmade with extreme attention to detail.
Aged wood is selectively chosen to be free of defects in order to deliver the most resonant sound.
Rather than choosing a model based on a list of specifications, finding the right orchestral string
instrument is a very personalized experience. If you'd like to playtest intermediate, advanced, or
professional level instruments, please give your nearest store a call!

Eastman Cadenza One Star
A balanced woven-fiber stick,
unbleached horsehair, and
genuine leather grip.
Violin: $14000
Viola: $15360
Cello: $19360

Eastman Cadenza Two Star
Pernambuco-faced carbon
fiber stick, unbleached
horsehair, genuine leather grip.
Violin: $23520
Viola: $27280
Cello: $29760

Codabow Diamond NX
Center-tip balanced, medium
weight, and med. firm action.
Ideal for pre-professionals.
Violin: $38700
Viola: $42800
Cello: $46800

Everest Shoulder Rests
Available in violin sizes 1/4 to 4/4. Spring Series available
in red, blue, hot pink, green, purple, and more.
Violin EZ Series (black): $1399
Violin Spring Series: $1799
Viola EZ Series (black): $2299
Viola Spring Series: $2699
Kun Collapsible Shoulder Rest
Violin: $2650
Viola: $2850

Helicore by D'Addario
Violin set H310: $4749
Viola set H410: $6549
Cello set H510: $15950

D'Addario Micro
Violin/Viola Tuner

Hidersine Premium Rosin

$2499

$758

Protec Bow Quiver

$4407

Dominant by Thomastik
Violin set DRT135: $7395
Viola set DRT141: $12195
Cello set DRT147: $22795

Evah Pirazzi by Pirastro
Violin set 1EPVSB: $9762
Viola set 1EPLS: $13126
Cello set 1EPCS: $27139

DJ & RECORDING

If music creation on a computer is your calling, The Music Shoppe is here for you! We have the
equipment you need to make music virtually indistinguishable from a profesional studio.
Hercules DJControl Starlight
The perfect DJ controller to
introduce you to DJing, with Serato
DJ Lite included.

$8999

Hercules DJControl Inpulse 200
This controller offers new features to
help you learn: light guides on the
controller to learn the right moves,
the Intelligent Music Assistant (IMA)
to help you pick the best songs
to play, the ENERGY feature to
manage the party mood, and the
DJ Academy with its onboard video
tutorials.

$11999
Presonus Studio24C Interface
192 kHz ultra-high-definition
recording and mixing. Natively
compatible with Apple Silicon M1,
iOS, iPad OS, and Windows. Includes
Studio One Artist recording software.

Roland DJ-505 Controller
The DJ-505 gives you the tools to
move beyond mixing music to
creating beats and rhythms on
the fly that sync to your Serato DJ
Pro tracks, enabling the creation
of unique transitions, live remixes,
beefed-up classic tracks, or your own
original music.

$62499

$16995

Akai MPK Mini MK3
For the beginner, MPK mini is
a complete package with every
tool you need to create hit songs
from the get-go. For the working
professional, MPK mini is the
ultimate musical Swiss Army knife.

Shure Dynamic Vocal
Microphone SM58
If you’ve ever heard someone
sing or speak into a live mic,
there’s an excellent chance it
was an SM58.

$9900

Shure Dynamic Instrument
Microphone SM57
For every acoustic condition,
the SM57 delivers the power
of your playing to every fan in
the house.

$11900
Audio-Technica ATH-M40X
The M-Series ATH-M40x professional
monitor headphones are tuned
flat for incredibly accurate audio
monitoring across an extended
frequency range.

$9900

Audio-Technica ATH-M50X
From the large aperture
drivers, sound isolating earcups
and robust construction, the
M50x provides an unmatched
experience for the most critical
audio professionals.

$14900

Yamaha MG Series Mixing Console MG10XU
These consoles deliver a level of sonic purity and
sound quality that is unmatched in their class.

$21999

Tascam Stereo
Digital Audio
Recorder
DR-05X allows
high-quality
recording
utilizing an easyto-use interface,
and is portable
and powerful but
with a size and price that
anyone can handle.

$9999

$9900

On-Stage Broadcast Mic
Boom Arm MBS5000
Flexible articulating broadcaststyle mic boom moves quietly
to maintain production quality.

$5895

Eris E3.5 BT Reference Monitors
Four types of audio input, including
Bluetooth 5.0.

$9995

1540 E College Ave
Normal, IL 61761
(309) 452-7436
27 E Marketview Dr
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 356-8005
2940 Constitution Dr
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 529-4840
www.TheMusicShoppe.com
Monday-Thursday:
10am-7pm
Friday: 10am-6pm
Saturday: 10am-5pm
Sundays between
Thanksgiving &
Christmas: 12pm-4pm

Celebrating 60 Years of
Service to Music Education
Started in 1961, The Music Shoppe has grown to
become Central Illinois's largest family-owned
music retailer. We support new & seasoned
musicians alike with quality products, lesson
studios, and instrument repair.

18-month financing available
for any purchase over $299*!
*Subject to credit approval. See store for details.

